
SEE CARE SHARE WEEK 2023
THURSDAY ACTIVITY - SAFETY WALK

MANAGEMENT INFORMATION
Activity: Thursday Activity - Safety Walks
Type: Individual and Group Activity
Instructions:
Today is about Contributor Safety and after yesterday’s exercise of hazard spotting today is the perfect day to get out in
your units with your teams and conduct a Safety Walk. Below is a guide that we issue as part of the See Care Share
programme to help conduct more effective Safety Walks. Share this guide with your team and agree a area or areas to
conduct your Safety Walk. 

Safety Walks can be completed individually, in pairs or in groups. Complete the attached worksheet to ensure that all
findings are captured,; remember that where hazards are identified these must be reported and actioned appropriately. 
Why not share a photo of your activity and the completed worksheets on Workplace tagging it with #seecareshareweek23

What is a Safety Walk? 
The Safety Walk is an opportunity to walk the ‘shop floor’ to observe and interact with our colleagues working within their
environment, and to reaffirm good safety standards and behaviours.
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Observe colleagues working in their
normal environment

Understand how their job is
performed “as is”  and re-affirm

positive behaviours

Help and assist in making the
workplace a safer place

The Process of The Safety Walk:

PREPARE SEE CARE SHARE
What is the current Safety 

Focus? 

Has your unit had any
saftey incidents recently?

How are the tasks being
done, is it safe? 

Remember that
adaptation is positive
where it being done

safely. 

Speak to team members
and understand: 

what makes their tasks
easier and what are the

barriers?

Promote a positive
attitude to safety within

our business, reaffirm the
positive behaviours.

People and teamwork are
the solution. 

Recommend
improvements based on

your observations.

Where required identify if
additional support or
coaching is required. 


